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OMG !! Get a grip department of glass houses!! Emissions?? I’ve worked in mining now for almost 30yrs and
have taken pride in those years as a miner, now I have my son working in the industry too!
I agree to a point , yes in the early days Emission gases, environmental impact and the ozone layer sounded like
something out of Star Trek!! My point will be blunt , however it sickens me that countless of people are blind to
mining!! Today we are more advanced then back in the horse and cart time’s, however where still the victim of
everyone as a greenhouse destroyer? BS I say !! Tell me one individual that is not a contributor to the carbon
out flow!!

 how do you get to work? Do you own a car? Do you catch a train to work? Do eat ? Do we have to
shoot all the live stock in the country because of methane? Do we all have to wear corks up our butts so not to
fart?? Your a hypocrite? We are a coking coal mine , not power supplied coal mine!! You like hot water having
a shower? How do you think everything gets to your hot shower comes from?? Thin air !! Glass houses , here is
your stone throw it if what I have said isn’t true?
Who help contribute to carrying Australia on its back through covid ? Housing no! Us miners that’s what we
worked through covid while most other industry suffered or went bust, do we get recognition ?No just a impact
study to prove why we need our future jobs !
Wake up Department!!
My house in Tahmoor was affected by mine subsidence severely!! Actually nearly a right off! However through
the mines subsidence board it was built back as new, no dramas no worries and we actually sold it just before
Xmas , so I can understand Bargo residents are worried about the homes , however there sceptical as they don’t
fully understand the help that’s there when required!
Developers from Bargo are people who have lived and worked at Tahmoor and where, and are fully aware that
mining has been here for 50 years and we will stay for the future and keep not only locals with jobs but our
commitment to local business and associated parties through a very long string of employed people through
mining 
Andrew Kilmister
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